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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a finite geometric lattice with the top element f and the bottom 
element 0, and the rank function r. Let r = Y(T). The characteristic polyno- 
mial of L is defined by 
x(L; t) = c p(6, X) fr--r(X’. 
XE I. 
In the right-hand side p is the Mobius function [6]. For certain geometric 
lattices including the supersolvable lattices [7], it is known that the 
characteristic polynomial x( L; t) factors as 
x(L; ?I= n (l-4) (each dj is a nonnegative integer). 
i= 1 
In this paper we prove a sufficient condition (2.9) of the factorization of 
this type. The condition is stated as the existence of a “nice” partition of the 
set d = d(L) of atoms of L. It is not difficult to check that a supersolvable 
geometric lattice admits a “nice” partition (2.4). 
In fact we will actually show a stronger result. Let us briefly explain it. 
Let K be an arbitrary field. In [4, p. 1711 the Orlik-Solomon algebra 
OS(L) of L over K was introduced. It is a graded anticommutative 
K-algebra. One of the most important results concerning OS(L) is [4]: 
Poin(OS( L); t) = 1 ~(0, X)( - t)““‘. 
.Yt L 
Here the left-hand side stands for the Poincare series of the graded algebra 
OS(L). Suppose that we have a partition (rr, , . . . . rrY) of the set d of atoms 
of L. Define 
(n,) := the vector space over K spanned by 1 and the elements of rci 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . s. 
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Then the main theorem (2.8) in this paper is that there exists a natural 
graded vactor space isomorphism 
Jc: (~I)@(%)@ ... 0(71,)+OS(L) 
if and only if the partition (rc, , . . . . z,) is “nice.” 
The above-mentioned sufficient condition easily follows from the main 
theorem. 
2. MAIN THEOREM AND ITS COROLLARIES 
Let L, K, d = d(L), OS(L) be as in the previous section. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A partition 71 = (rc,, . . . . 71,) of d is called independent if 
atoms H,, . . . . H, are independent (i.e., r(H, v . v H,) = S) whenever 
H, E zci (i= 1, . . . . s). 
For XE L. define 
L, := {YE L 1 Y<X), dx:=d(L,)= {HE& 1 H&V}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let XE L. Let rt = (xi, . . . . rrc,) be a partition of d. Then 
the induced partition zX is a partition of S& whose blocks are the subsets 
7ci n dx (i = 1, . . . . s) which are not empty. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A partition rt = (n,, . . . . 71,) of d is called nice if: 
(1) it is independent, and 
(2) the induced partiton rcX contains a block which is a singleton 
unless dX # @. 
Remark. In [2], M. Falk and M. Jambu studied a similar partition. A 
major difference from ours lies in their assumption that the characteristic 
polynomial of L factors completely in Z[t]. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let L be a supersolvable lattice. Then the set d = d(L) 
admits a nice partition. In fact, define 
TC,= {HE@’ I aQXi, H 4 A’-,> 
for a chain of modular elements 
d=X,<X,< ... <x,=1 (r(X,) = i). 
Then it is not difficult to show that a partition rc = (xi, . . . . rrn,) is a nice 
partition. 
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EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the lattice arising from the following matroid 
(the non-Fan0 matroid): 
;--i 
1 
4 
3 
2 
For this, { { 1 }, { 2, 3,4}, { 5, 6, 7) } is a nice partition. 
For a partition rt = (rc, , . . . . rr,) of d, define a graded vector space 
(7c):=(71,)0(71?)0 .” 0(7c,), 
where each graded vector space (71,) is as in the Introduction. Agree that 
x() = K when d = a. Since the Poincare series Poin((x,); t) of each (n,) is 
equal to (1 + lrcil t), we obtain 
Poin((7r); t)= n (1+ 17cilt), 
,=I 
DEFINITION 2.6. A k-tuple I= (H, , . . . . Hk) (k 3 0) of elements of d is 
called a k-section of z if 
Hi E n,(i) (i = 1, . . . . k), l<n(l)<n(2)< ... <n(k)<s. 
For a k-section I= (H, , . . . . Hk), define p, by 
pI:=.x,@ .‘. @XsE(7r). 
Here 
Hi I, = 
i 
if j=n(i) 
1 if j# (n( 1 ), . . . . n(k)}. 
Then p, is homogeneous of degree k. The graded K-vector space (rc) has 
a basis {p, 1 I is a section of x}. 
For the Orlik-Solomon algebra we keep the notation in [S]: For a 
k-tuple I= (H,, . . . . Hk) (k 3 0) of atoms, the notation a, E OS(L) stands for 
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the class of the exterior product eH, A ... A eHk. Recall that each element 
of the Orlik-Solomon algebra US(L) can be (not necessarily uniquely) 
expressed as a linear combination of (al 1 Z is a tuple of atoms}. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Define 
lc: (7-c) -+ US(L) 
as the homogeneous K-linear map of degree zero satisfying 
k.(p,) = aI 
for each section Z of rc. 
The main theorem is: 
THEOREM 2.8. The map K is an isomorphism (as graded vector spaces) ij 
and only if the partition n is nice. 
We will prove this theorem in the next section. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Zf there exists a nice partition 71 = (n, , . . . . n,), we have 
s=r and 
x(L; t) = 1 /.4(0, X)tr-‘(X) = 
XEL 
p, (t- ITil). 
COROLLARY 2.10. rfz is a nice partition, then the multiset (1~~1, . . . . 17c,1} 
depends only upon L. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Zf rc is a nice partition, then 
r(X)= I{i I ~in~xZ12511 
for all XEL. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let d be an arrangement of hyperplanes in a vector 
space, Let L be the intersection lattice of d. Suppose that there exists a 
partition 71 = (7c,, . . . . rc,) of d such that 
(1) codim(H, n ... n H,) = s whenever Hi E zi (i = 1, . . . . s), and 
(2) for every XE L, there exists a block x,~ of rc such that the set 
{Heni, 1 XG H} is a singleton. 
Then s = r(L) and 
These corollaries, except 2.11 which will be proved in the next section, 
are immediate consequences of the main theorem. 
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3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
We keep the notation in the previous section. First we will review three 
results concerning the Orlik-Solomon algebra. Denote the homogeneous 
part of degree d of the graded algebra OS(L) by OS,(L): 
OS(L)= @ OS,(L). 
k=O 
For a tuple I= (H,, . . . . Hk) of atoms, let 
//I=H, v ... v H,EL. 
For each XE L, define a vector subspace OS,(L) of OS(L) which is 
generated by {al 1 VI = X>. Agree that OS,(L) = OSo(L) = K. 
LEMMA 3.1 [4, 2.111. For each k 2 0, we have 
OS,(L)= @ OS,(L). 
‘YE L 
r(X) = k 
LEMMA 3.2 [3, 1.71. For X, YE L with Y<X, there exists a natural 
isomorphism 
OSy(L,) r OS,(L). 
Define a boundary map 
a: OS,(L) -+ OS&,(L) (k = 1, . . . . r) 
to be the K-linear map satisfying 
a(u,)= 5 (-l)‘-‘a,, 
J=l 
for any k-tuple I= (H, , . . . . Hk) of atoms. Here 
Zj=(Hl, ...) Hj-1, Hj+l, ...) Hk) 
for l<j<k. 
LEMMA 3.3 [4, 2.183. The complex (OS,(L), a) is acyclic. 
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Next let n = (z,, . . . . n,) be a partition of the set d = d(L). We study the 
graded vector space (7~). Denote the homogeneous part of degree k of (rt) 
by (n)k: 
(n)= 0 (X)k. 
k=O 
For each XE L, define a vector subspace (7~)~ of (rc) which has a basis 
{ p, I I is a section with VI= X}. Agree that (n),, = (~)a = K. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that 7~ is an independent partition. For each k 2 0, 
we have 
(71)k= @ (n)X. 
XGL 
rCX)=k 
Proof: By definition, the right-hand side is actually a direct sum. Note 
that (z)k has a basis 
{ p, 1 Zis a k-section of n}. 
Put X = V Z. Then pI E (7~)~. We have r(X) = k because rc is inde- 
pendent. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. For X, YE L with Yd X, there exists a natural isomorphism 
(TX)YS (X)Y. 
ProoJ: If I is a section of rt with V I= Y, then ZG &‘y c ,rB,. Thus I is 
also a section of rcX. This shows: 
i 
I 1 Z is a section of IC with V Z= Y 
1 
= IIZisasectionof~xwithVI= Y 
{ 
. 
Therefore an isomorphism 
PIE (XX)Y++ PIE (n)y 
is obtained by inserting “10” r - r(X) times. 1 
Define a K-linear map 
a: tz)k + (ll)k- 1 (k = 1, . . . . S) 
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satisfying 
ii( i (-Y’P,, 
i= I 
for any k-section I of 7~. Then it is easy to check ii c d = 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that a partition 71 of d contains a block which is a 
singleton. Then the complex ((x)*, a) is acyclic. 
Proof. We can assume that rc, is a singleton: rc, = (a, }. Suppose that 
x E (71)~ is a cycle: ax = 0. Write x as 
where x,,x,~(rr~)@ ... @(rr,). Then 
o=ax=io-u,-a,O(ax,)+io(axz) 
= 1 @(x,+~x,)- a,@ (ax,). 
This implies 
.y, = -a+ 
Define 
Then 
Proof of Main Theorem. Sufficiency. Assume that z is a nice partition. 
Proof will be by induction on r(L) = r(j). When r(L)=O, d = 0. Thus 
(7~) = K = OS(L). 
Assume that r = r(L) > 0. Note s 6 r because rt is independent. Consider 
a diagram 
0-4 (XL 
I 
Xr 
o- OS,(L 
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Here all of the vertical maps are induced from K : (rc) + OS(L). The top 
row is exact because of 3.6. The bottom row is exact because of 3.3. Note 
that 
(nTI)k= 0 (n)Y= 0 (XY)Y 
YEL YtL 
r(Y)=k r(Y)=k 
by 3.4 and 3.5. Also note that 
OS,(L)= Q OS.(L) = Q OSy(Ly) 
YEL YEL 
r(Y)=k r(Y)=k 
by 3.1 and 3.2. By applying the induction assumption to L y for r(Y) < r, 
we know that tii (i = 1, . . . . r - 1) are isomorphisms. Therefore K, is also an 
isomorphism. Putting these together, we get an isomorphism 
k’: (7T) r OS(L). 
Necessity. Suppose K is an isomorphism. First we will show that n is 
independent. Let I be a section of rr. Then p, # 0. So 
This shows that I is independent. 
Next we will show that rrX contains a block which is a singleton unless 
X = 0. Since 
(xl= 0 (X)Y? OS(L)= @ OS,(L), 
YEL YEL 
K induces isomorphisms 
(X)YZ OS,(L). 
By 3.5 and 3.2, we obtain 
(nx)= 0 (nx)y= Q (7c)y” Q OS,(L)E @ OS,(L,) 
YsL,y YEL YEL YELX 
YGX YGX 
= OS( L,). 
Let X#h Then 
0= C ,(a, Y)=Poin(OS(L,); 1)=Poin((7rX); 1)=n(l-17r,n&X/). 
YEL I 
YGX 
This implies that zn, contains a block which is a singleton. 1 
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Remark. In [ 1 ] A. Bjiirner and G. Ziegler gave a sufficient condition 
for the map K to be an isomorphism. The condition is the existence of a 
rooting map p for which the root complex RC(L, p) factors completely. We 
do not know if the existence of a nice partition is enough to construct such 
a rooting map. 
Proof of Corollary 2.11. As we saw in the proof of the Main Theorem, 
the isomorphism ti induces isomorphisms 
ti,y: (n.y)rOS(Lx) 
for all XE L. So xX is a nice partition of dY. By 2.9, we have 
Since we have the factorization theorem for free arrangements [S], it is 
natural to pose 
Problem. If an arrangement admits a nice partition, then is it free? 
The converse is not true is general. (For example, the Coxeter arrange- 
ment D, has no nice partitions.) 
Note added in proof: The problem above was negatively answered by Y. Enta. M. Falk, 
and G. Ziegler independently. All of them used the same counterexample in 19. 4.11. 
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